Once again acknowledging
That the Organization of United Nations (UN) is the current framework for uniting World nations; and

Once again recognizing
That the International Law of the United Nations is a part of a broader and older legal order; so that

Acting as
Head of the State of Kingdom of Bosnia (BiH) as absolute monarch with pre-Westphalia rights; and

Acting as
Head of the Government of Bosnia (Bosnia-Hercegovina; BiH) with royal prerogative We assumed legally on 24/05/2015, when We also abrogated legally the Dayton and related agreements; and

Where it is still common knowledge that
Our sovereignty was usurped forcefully via regicides by a foreign entity in 1527, and protested; and

Where it is still common knowledge that
Usurpers barter Bosnia (BiH) at conferences Berlin 1878, Paris 1919, Tehran 1943, Dayton 1995; and

While noting
That situation in Bosnia (BiH) is that of total desperation as the EU tries annexing BiH w/o sovereign;

Now therefore We once again most strongly PROTEST
The disgraceful membership of BiH as a colony under a foreign viceroy de facto who holds absolute powers he may or may not exercise at any given time as it pleases him or his running sovereigns; and

Now therefore We once again most resolutely DEMAND
That the membership of BiH as obviously a monarchy be immediately returned into our jurisdiction;

Meaning that any and all representation of Bosnia (BiH) before the UN now must have our ratification.

In faith whereof We the Bosnian Majesty have signed and sealed these presents on 30 June 2015

HEAD OF STATE AND HEAD OF GOVERNMENT
King of Bosnia Mensur Omerbashich Ph.D.
Duke of Dubotchatz and Count of Srebrenik
comes Illyricum. rex Bosniae. dux Dubocsaczi

His Majesty’s bio: http://researcherid.com/rid/J-4532-2014